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I. INTRODUCTION

When the Maryland Governor signed into law the nation's first benefit corporation legislation, state Senator Jamie Raskin remarked, “This is a great moment in the evolution of commercial life in Maryland and America. We are giving companies a way to do good and do well at the same time. The benefit corporations will tie public and private purposes together.” A benefit corporation is one of a handful of new business entities designed to accommodate businesses that aim to benefit society in more ways than traditional corporations can through contributions to shareholders, consumers, employees, and general economic
growth. In a growing number of states, lawmakers have passed legislation creating various new business entities to house social enterprise and organizations that blend for-profit and not-for-profit purposes.

Benefit corporations are best understood within the broader context of corporate social responsibility (CSR) and its more recent offshoots, social enterprise and organizations with hybrid purposes. Social enterprise is a general term for business organizations with social and environmental purposes. Similarly, organizations with hybrid purposes mix attributes of the for-profit and not-for-profit sectors. Opposed to traditional corporations, for-profit social enterprise measures its success in terms of financial performance and advancement of a social or environmental mission. The creators of the new legal form, the benefit corporation, explain that hybrid organizations use “the power of business to solve social and environmental problems.” Social enterprise and businesses with hybrid purposes can have a primarily for-profit or a primarily not-for-profit purpose, yet with either combination the organizations will incorporate social and environmental responsibility into their policies and practices.

The traditional binary organizational system of state corporate law and federal tax law is not suited to accommodate the growing number of organizations with hybrid for-profit and not-for-profit purposes. Traditional organizational structures and organizational elections offered under state corporate law and federal tax law

---


2 See infra notes 78–122 and accompanying text.


4 Katz & Page, supra note 1, at 86–93 (discussing definitions of social enterprise).


6 Katz & Page, supra note 1, at 86.


8 Katz & Page, supra note 1, at 86–93.

9 See generally James R. Hines Jr., Jill R. Horwitz & Austin Nichols, The Attack on Nonprofit Status: A Charitable Assessment, 108 Mich. L. REV. 1179, 1212 (2010) (discussing some of the tax consequences of hybrid for-profit and not-for-profit entities). Federal tax law is beyond the scope of this comment, but is referenced here and in the background section in order to establish some of the problems that the current organizational system creates for organizations with hybrid purposes. See infra notes 19–30 and accompanying text.
draw distinctions based on an organization’s primary purpose as being for-profit or not-for-profit. Additionally, traditional for-profit legal entities are not equipped with accountability and transparency standards, which are necessary to evaluate corporate social responsibility. In the past ten years, state legislators across the country have responded to the shortcomings of the binary organizational system by creating new legal forms to better house businesses with hybrid purposes.

This comment begins with a short background to introduce the primarily binary organizational system and its limitations on corporate social responsibility. The background also introduces three hybrid legal forms now available in various states: the benefit corporation, the flexible purpose corporation, and the low-profit limited liability company (L3C). Next, the analysis section demonstrates how benefit corporation legislation addresses three problems that organizations with hybrid purposes face as traditional for-profit corporate entities: (1) the shareholder wealth maximization norm; (2) the lack of accountability standards; and (3) the lack of transparency standards. The analysis argues that because of a benefit corporation’s features that address these problems, it is a better form for social enterprise than a traditional corporation. The analysis then describes how benefit corporation legislation can create economic opportunity in Wyoming and is consistent with Wyoming public policy. In conclusion, this comment argues the Wyoming legislature should adopt benefit corporation legislation to create more legal clarity, accountability, transparency, and economic opportunity.

II. BACKGROUND

A. The Traditional Binary Organizational System

State law and federal tax law principally require organizations to be either for-profit or not-for-profit entities. Wyoming state law requires corporations to be for-profit. Other state recognized entities, such as a limited liability company

---

10 See infra notes 19–30 and accompanying text.
11 See infra notes 68–77 and accompanying text.
12 See infra notes 78–122 and accompanying text.
13 See infra notes 19–77 and accompanying text.
14 See infra notes 78–122 and accompanying text.
15 See infra notes 137–69 and accompanying text.
16 See infra notes 137–69 and accompanying text.
17 See infra notes 170–80 and accompanying text.
18 See infra notes 137–80 and accompanying text.
(LLC), have more flexibility.21 In Wyoming, an LLC must have a “lawful purpose,” either for-profit or not-for-profit.22 However, if an LLC seeks not-for-profit status under the United States Internal Revenue Code (IRC), the partners’ profit-making capabilities are restricted.23 The IRC designates public charities and private foundations as not-for-profit entities.24 A public charity that elects to be a tax-exempt organization under the IRC must have a primary purpose in furtherance of a charitable program.25 A private foundation that makes a similar election must have the primary purpose of making grants to other charitable organizations or to individuals outside the foundation.26

There are already some means by which organizations blur the boundaries of this binary system.27 Traditional for-profit corporations, for example, will make charitable gifts to not-for-profit organizations.28 Traditional for-profit corporations can also further their charitable goals by creating distinct legal entities that operate charitable divisions of their organization, which are usually titled corporate foundations.29 Tax-exempt not-for-profit organizations can earn some profits, but they cannot distribute these profits to shareholders or partners in the same manner as for-profit corporations or LLCs.30

21 Ann K. Wooster, Annotation, Construction and Application of Limited Liability Company Acts, 47 A.L.R. 6th 1, §18 (2008) (“The LLC’s operation is intended to be much more flexible than a corporation’s . . . .”).

22 See, e.g., Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 17-29-104(b) (“A limited liability company may have any lawful purpose, regardless of whether for profit.”).


24 I.R.C. § 501(c)(3) (2010) (“[N]o part of the net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private shareholder or individual . . . .”).


27 Dana Brakman Reiser, Governing and Financing Blended Enterprise, 85 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 619, 619 (2010) (“This blurring of the boundary between for-profit and nonprofit has gone on for years and appears only to be gaining steam.”).


30 I.R.C. § 4958(c) (2010). Tax-exempt not-for-profit organizations can earn profits; however, if such an organization engages in an excess benefit transaction, an excise tax may be imposed on the person or organization party to the transaction. Id.
1. The Shareholder Wealth Maximization Norm

The shareholder wealth maximization norm, and the uncertainty that surrounds it, restricts directors, managers, and boards of traditional for-profit corporations from considering broader stakeholder interests. Corporations that wish to blur the boundaries of the binary organizational system in furtherance of social and environmental purposes encounter hurdles resulting from the wealth maximization norm.31 The shareholder wealth maximization norm, derived from state corporate law and national corporate norms,32 stands for the proposition that directors have a duty to maximize shareholder wealth.33 According to this norm, directors can be held liable for not doing so.34 If directors of traditional for-profit corporations begin to take actions more aligned with those of not-for-profit organizations, the directors might be held liable for violating their fiduciary duty to shareholders.35 Jurists continue to debate the salience and applicability of the shareholder wealth maximization norm, but this only further contributes to the uncertainty for corporations that pursue social and environmental policies and practices in addition to profits.36

31 See infra notes 32–67 and accompanying text.

32 Stephen M. Bainbridge, Participatory Management Within a Theory of the Firm, 21 J. Corp. L. 657, 717 (1996) ("[S]hareholder wealth maximization norm . . . has been fully internalized by American managers.").

33 This comment will refer to this norm as the shareholder wealth maximization norm, whereas it can also be called the "shareholder primacy norm." See, e.g., Robert Sprague & Aaron J. Lyttle, Shareholder Primacy and the Business Judgment Rule: Arguments for Expanded Corporate Democracy, 16 Stan. J.L. Bus. & Fin. 1, 4 (2010) (referring to the shareholder wealth maximization norm as the "shareholder primacy norm").

34 See infra notes 37–42 and accompanying text.

35 Judd F. Sneirson, Green Is Good: Sustainability, Profitability, and a New Paradigm for Corporate Governance, 94 Iowa L. Rev. 989, 989 (2010) ("This perceived duty to maximize shareholder profits lies at the heart of the conventional law-and-economics-laced view of corporate governance, thus imposing a formidable obstacle to corporations wishing to become more sustainable.").

The 1919 Michigan Supreme Court case, *Dodge v. Ford*, is considered the fountainhead of a director’s fiduciary duty to maximize shareholder wealth. In 1916, Henry Ford paid his employees higher than average wages and promised customers price discounts on the Model T. Before founding Oldsmobile, brothers John and Horace Dodge were minority shareholders in the Ford Motor Company and sued for the declaration of a special dividend. They thought that the additional corporate profits Ford was distributing to corporate stakeholders, such as employees and consumers, belonged to the corporate shareholders. The court ruled in favor of the Dodge brothers, holding that the purpose of a corporation is to make money for its shareholders, and found Ford’s efforts to benefit stakeholders were at the shareholders’ expense.

Since *Dodge v. Ford*, courts have struggled to apply the shareholder wealth maximization norm. Courts have difficulties evaluating whether directors were acting to maximize shareholder value after the fact. Courts generally evaluate directors’ actions in three different contexts: (1) day-to-day operations, (2) defending against hostile takeovers, and (3) change-of-control transactions. In the first two contexts, courts apply the business judgment rule or the modified business judgment rule respectively. Both of these standards carry the “presumption that in making a business decision the directors of a corporation acted on an informed basis, in good faith and in the honest belief that the action

---

37 *Dodge v. Ford Motor Co.*., 170 N.W. 668, 684 (Mich. 1919); see generally supra note 36 (citing commentaries on *Dodge v. Ford* and the case’s relationship to the shareholder wealth maximization principle).

38 *Dodge*, 170 N.W. at 670–71 (discussing Ford Motor Company’s financials including the policy of lowering selling prices).

39 *Id.* at 669 (“The parties in the first instance associating, who signed the articles, included Henry Ford, whose subscription was for 255 shares, John F. Dodge, Horace E. Dodge, the plaintiffs, Horace H. Rackham and James Couzens, who each subscribed for 50 shares, and several other persons.”).

40 *Id.* at 673 (“Plaintiffs ask for an injunction to restrain the carrying out of the alleged declared policy of Mr. Ford and the company, for a decree requiring the distribution to stockholders of at least 75 percent of the accumulated cash surplus . . . .”).

41 *Id.* at 669.

42 *Id.* at 685 (“The decree of the court below fixing and determining the specific amount to be distributed to stockholders is affirmed.”).

43 Macey, supra note 36, at 181 (comparing courts’ lack of ability to enforce the shareholder wealth maximization norm to the highway patrols’ lack of ability to enforce the speed on Connecticut’s Merritt Parkway).

44 *Id.* at 180–81.


46 *Id.*
taken was in the best interest of the company.” Courts generally do not apply the shareholder wealth maximization norm in these circumstances because courts grant broad discretion to the directors to make decisions they believe are in the best interest of the corporation.

In contrast to the first two contexts, courts will apply the shareholder wealth maximization norm in change-of-control situations. A change-of-control situation occurs when the sale of a corporation is inevitable. In this situation, the director’s primary duty becomes the “maximization of the company’s value at a sale for the stockholders’ benefit.” Directors are thus required to accept the highest reasonable offer in order to maximize shareholder wealth. In these situations, directors cannot consider other stakeholders’ interests: “[C]oncern for non-stockholder interests is inappropriate when an auction among active bidders is in progress.” The language here is clear that the directors are prevented from even considering the broader interests of the corporation and must solely focus on shareholders’ interests and wealth maximization.

Thirty states, including Wyoming, have adopted constituency statues to allow directors to consider a broader range of interests beyond shareholder wealth maximization in day-to-day decision-making, change of control situations, and hostile takeovers. These statutes permit directors to consider the interests

---

47 Sprague & Lyttle, supra note 33, at 14 (quoting Aronson v. Lewis, 473 A.2d 805, 812 (Del. 1984)).

48 Id. at 17.

49 See infra notes 81–122 and accompanying text.

50 Haymore, supra note 45, at 1332.


52 Page & Katz, supra note 3, at 1370.

53 Haymore, supra note 45, at 1333 (quoting Revlon, Inc. 506 A.2d at 182).

54 Id.

of corporate employees, customers, suppliers, creditors, and communities. Directors may also consider broader criteria such as the long-term interest of the corporation, the economic climate, and, in change-of-control or hostile takeover situations, whether stakeholders are best served by the continued independence of the corporation.

While constituency statutes give directors broader discretion to consider interests beyond those of shareholders, they modify, but do not overcome the shareholder wealth maximization norm. First, constituency statutes do not go beyond what a director can already do in making day-to-day decisions: consider what is in the “best interest” of the corporation. Second, constituency statutes are often vague and do not contain guidance as to how non-shareholder interests may be considered. Finally, even the most expansive constituency statutes only create the potential for directors to consider the effects of their decisions on non-shareholder interests, but never allow directors to consider stakeholders’ interest above shareholders’ financial returns.

Organizations with hybrid purposes, therefore, lack guidance regarding the role shareholder wealth maximization plays in the business landscape. Risk-averse directors of traditional corporate entities, along with their cautious counsel, are often wary of considering stakeholders interests at the expense of financial returns. Even though courts since *Dodge v. Ford* have struggled to apply the wealth maximization norm and constituency statutes take a small step to overcome it, shareholder wealth maximization is the American corporate polestar. Milton § 48-103-202, -204 (2011); Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 11A, § 8.30(a)(3) (2011); Wis. Stat. § 180.0827 (2011); Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 17-16-830(g) (2011). Constituency statutes are also referred to as “non-shareholder constituency statutes” and “other-constituency statutes.” 29 Am. Jur. 3d Proof of Facts § 133 (2011).

57 Id.
60 Id.
61 Tyler, supra note 58, at 135 (explaining constituency statutes create “no legal duty, obligation, or responsibility that directors have to maximize or even ensure benefits to non-shareholders, and, to the extent directors decide in one instance to protect non-shareholder interests, they are legally free to change their mind with impunity” (citations omitted)).
63 See infra notes 64–67 and accompanying text.
Friedman’s familiar maxim, “[t]he social responsibility of business is to increase its profits,” encapsulates the principle. It is pervasive throughout court dicta, business school curriculums, and popular culture.

2. The Lack of Accountability and Transparency Standards

Traditional for-profit entities lack structural mechanisms to assure shareholders and consumers that organizations are operating in a socially and environmentally responsible manner. In the absence of required accountability and transparency standards, some traditional corporations will garner public support and earn profits by making unsubstantiated claims of corporate social and environmental responsibility. A corporation’s purported purpose beyond shareholder wealth maximization can be completely unsupported. Additionally, there is no mechanism in traditional for-profit entities that anchors a social or environmental purpose. A business’ social purpose, therefore, can change or disappear with new management or board directives.


65 See, e.g., eBay Domestic Holdings, Inc. v. Newmark, 16 A.3d 1, 22 (Del. Ch. 2010). In *eBay Domestic Holdings*, prominent corporate law jurist Chancellor Chandler offers his opinion as to the purpose of a for-profit corporation:

> Having chosen a for-profit corporate form, the craigslist directors are bound by the fiduciary duties and standards that accompany that form. Those standards include acting to promote the value of the corporation for the benefit of its stockholders. The ‘Inc.’ after the company name has to mean at least that. Thus, I cannot accept as valid for the purposes of implementing . . . a corporate policy that specifically, clearly, and admittedly seeks not to maximize the economic value of a for-profit Delaware corporation for the benefit of its stockholders . . . .

*Id.* at 23.


68 *Work*ing *Group*, *supra* note 62.

69 Miriam A. Cherry & Judd F. Sneirson, *Beyond Profit: Rethinking Corporate Social Responsibility and Greenwashing After the BP Oil Disaster*, 85 Tul. L. Rev. 984, 1000 (2011); see, e.g., Steven D. Lydenberg, *Envisioning Socially Responsible Investing: A Model for 2006*, J. Corp. Citizenship, July 2002, at 57 (“Although an increasing number of corporations publish environmental and health and safety reports, many are simply token efforts—greenwashing . . . .” (citations omitted)).

70 See generally Cherry, *supra* note 69 (discussing how BP has capitalized on green marketing campaigns, yet shown little change in policies and practices).

71 *Work*ing *Group*, *supra* note 62.

72 *Id.* (“[Traditional] corporate form presents risks for the entrepreneur seeking to maintain [a] mission . . . . This difficulty in ‘anchoring the mission’ represents a significant issue for entrepreneurs utilizing a blended value mode.”).
Various not-for-profit organizations now offer private third-party certifications and standards to evaluate business’ environmental and social policies and practices.\(^73\) For example, many products in a local supermarket may be marked with Rainforest Alliance and Fair Trade seals of approval.\(^74\) Some supermarket buildings are even United States Green Building Council LEED certified.\(^75\) While third-party certification systems, such as Rainforest Alliance, Fair Trade, and LEEDs all fill important niches in evaluating a business’ policies and practices, they are not comprehensive corporate social and environmental responsibility certifications. These certifications are voluntary and limited to specific aspects of corporate performance rather than assessing corporate practices as a whole.\(^76\) Beyond these certifications, there are currently few standardized ways for organizations to signal that they are satisfying their social and environmental commitments.\(^77\) Businesses with hybrid purposes want this ability so they can connect with socially conscious investors and consumers.

B. Hybrid Legal Entities

In response to the limitations of the current primarily binary organizational system, proponents of social enterprise have developed various innovative hybrid legal entities to better house organizations with hybrid purposes.\(^78\) These new legal entities are considered hybrids because they attempt to blend aspects of for-profit

---

\(^{73}\) See infra notes 74–77 and accompanying text.

\(^{74}\) See, e.g., Certification, Verification and Validation Services, Rainforest Alliance, http://www.rainforest-alliance.org/certification-verification (last visited Nov. 30, 2011) (offering certification for farms, forestry, ecotourism and forest-based carbon projects); Certification & Your Business, Fair Trade USA, http://www.transfairusa.org/certification (last visited Nov. 30, 2011) (“The Fair Trade Certified™ label ensures consumers that the farmers and workers behind the product got a better deal. . . . It reassures consumers that their purchases are socially and environmentally responsible.”).


\(^{76}\) See Certification, Verification and Validation Services, supra note 74. For example, Rainforest Alliance Certification offers a diverse set of certifications including forest certification, logging and forest carbon verification and validation, and forest products chain-of-custody certification—all of which look to a specific component of forestry. See id.; What LEED Is, U.S. Green Building Council, http://www.usgbc.org (last visited Nov. 30, 2011) (explaining that Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEEDs) measures green building design, construction, operation and maintenance solutions).

\(^{77}\) See generally Steve Lydenberg & Graham Sinclair, Mainstream or Daydream? The Future for Responsible Investing, J. Corp. Citizenship, Spring 2009, at 47 (discussing an increase in CSR reporting but also arguing a need for more steps to be taken).

\(^{78}\) See generally Reiser, supra note 27 (describing on the complexities of social enterprises’ dual mission and the extent to which the governance structures of several hybrid forms relieve this friction).
organizations and not-for-profit organizations.79 States have passed legislation that allows organizations to incorporate as or elect to become benefit corporations, flexible purpose corporations, or low-profit limited liability companies (L3Cs).80

1. Benefit Corporations

Benefit corporations are one legal entity, established at the state level, for which social entrepreneurs advocate to facilitate social enterprise and business with hybrid purposes. Since 2010, Maryland, Vermont, Virginia, New Jersey, Hawaii, and California have passed legislation that creates benefit corporations.81 Under these new laws, benefit corporations must change their standard internal governing documents to include a stated purpose that advances a “general public benefit.”82 The legislation for each state defines “general public benefit” as a “material, positive impact on society and the environment.”83 Although “material positive impact” is not defined, the legislation requires an independent third-party to evaluate the benefit corporation’s fulfillment of its “general public benefit.”84 An additional mechanism used to evaluate the general public benefit is a benefit enforcement proceeding, which is a new right of action for shareholders and other groups with standing to challenge the directors’ fulfillment of the general public benefit.85

A benefit corporation may elect to have additional “specific public benefits,” which are also evaluated by an independent third-party.86 Examples of “specific

79 Id. at 619 (“Each hybrid form draws on features found in existing organizational frameworks, adding on organizational innovations.”).
80 See infra notes 81–122 and accompanying text. An additional hybrid entity is the socially responsible corporation (SRC). Patel, supra note 51, at 150. Minnesota lawmakers have introduced SRC legislation, but as of this writing, no such legislation has passed. Id.
81 Benefit Corporation Legislation, CERTIFIED B CORPORATION, http://www.bcorporation.net/publicpolicy (last visited Nov. 30, 2011) (demonstrating that as of this writing, benefit corporation has become law in six states).
public benefits” are “promoting economic opportunity for individuals or communities beyond the creation of jobs in the normal course of business,” “improving human health,” or “preserving or improving the environment.”

One of the chief proponents of benefit corporation legislation is B Lab, a not-for-profit organization. A group of social entrepreneurs and business veterans founded B Lab to incubate and develop the new hybrid legal entity. B Lab created its private B Corporation Certification System, which pioneered changing a corporation’s internal documents in order to pursue a social benefit in addition to profits. B Lab’s private B Corporation Certification was an important precursor to state recognized benefit corporations, which implement similar changes with the support of state statutory law. B Lab, in conjunction with corporate and securities lawyers, developed and wrote model benefit corporation legislation. The state statutory requirements for becoming a benefit corporation closely mirror B Lab’s private B Corporation Certification. States have since used B Lab’s model legislation in drafting their own benefit corporation legislation to create the new legal entity.

B Lab assists, certifies, and audits corporations that wish to become and maintain status as both state recognized benefit corporations and private Certified B Corporations. B Lab has certified 465 businesses, which have a combined total of $2.21 billion in revenue across sixty industries. For example, B Lab certified the Colorado-based outdoors gear manufacturer, GoLite, in 2008, and Seventh Generation, the nation’s most widely recognized brand of natural household products, in the prior year.


Id.

93

Id.

94

Id.

95

Id.

96

Id.
2. Flexible Purpose Corporations

A flexible purpose corporation is a second legal entity for which social entrepreneurs advocate at the state level to facilitate social enterprise and business with hybrid purposes. California passed the first flexible purpose corporation legislation in October 2011. Broadly speaking, flexible purpose corporations are similar to benefit corporations. Both are designed to accommodate profitability along with social and environmental purposes. Their similarities are not accidental because B Lab provided advice in drafting the flexible purpose corporation legislation as well.

Flexible purpose corporations and benefit corporations, however, do have a few important distinctions. First, a flexible purpose corporation must have a “special purpose” as opposed to a benefit corporation’s required “general public benefit.” The California legislation defines “special purpose” as charitable and public purpose activities that a not-for-profit organization is authorized to carry out. Second, the flexible purpose legislation does not require a third-party to evaluate each “special purpose.” Third, flexible purpose corporation legislation does not create a new right of action for the enforcement of their stated “special purpose” and instead grants unfettered discretion to the director’s business judgment in balancing the special purpose with maximizing shareholder value.

3. Low-Profit Limited Liability Companies

A third legal entity for which social entrepreneurs advocate at the state level is a low-profit limited liability company (L3C). Wyoming—along with eight other states, the Oglala Sioux Tribe, and the Crow Indian Nation of Montana—has passed L3C legislation. These jurisdictions have amended their LLC statutes

---

98 Working Group, supra note 62.
99 Id.
100 Id.
101 Cal. Corp. Code § 2602 (West 2011). Benefit corporation legislation defines its “general public benefit” as a “material positive impact on society and the environment.” Id.
102 Id.
103 Working Group, supra note 62.
104 See generally Tyler, supra note 58 (describing the L3C form, explaining its relevant characteristic and correcting common misunderstandings about the L3C).
to permit the formation of L3Cs, which produce income, accumulate wealth for investors, and perform greater social purpose within a standardized form. L3Cs are tailor-made for organizations with needs that differ from benefit corporations and flexible purpose corporations. L3Cs are designed to accommodate for-profit entrepreneurs with primarily charitable purposes that want to attract program-related investments (PRIs) from foundations.

PRIs are loans or investments made by non-profit, private foundations that qualify for two special conditions under federal tax law. First, PRIs qualify as part of a foundation’s required annual charitable distribution. Second, PRIs are not jeopardizing investments, which means a foundation is not subject to excise taxes when making PRIs. This is because a PRI’s primary purpose must be to accomplish one or more of the foundation’s tax-exempt purposes. These two unique tax conditions make PRIs a good vehicle for the distribution of charitable capital.

Under traditional LLC statutes, without an L3C election, an LLC can receive PRIs. However, a foundation must perform extra due diligence on an organization-by-organization basis to make sure each LLC will comply with federal tax law’s PRI requirements. This additional work can deter foundations from investing in LLCs and prevent LLCs from accessing necessary charitable capital. L3Cs, by contrast, are specifically formed with the United States americansforcommunitydevelopment.org/laws.php. (last visited Nov. 30, 2011) (demonstrating that L3C legislation has been enacted in nine states and is also a component of the jurisprudence of two Native American tribes).

106 Working Group, supra note 62.

107 See infra notes 78–121 and accompanying text.

108 Smiddy, supra note 5, at 6 (“[L3C] . . . is a form of social enterprise combining profit-making objectives with serving social goals. The L3C form was originally created for the narrow purpose of facilitating foundations’ willingness to make program-related investments in for-profit companies.” (citations omitted)).

109 Reiser, supra note 27, at 622 (discussing PRIs special treatment under federal tax law).

110 Id.

111 Id.

112 Id.


114 Id.

115 Id.

Treasury Department’s PRI regulations in mind. The L3C designation signals to foundations that the entity is PRI compatible, which increases the organization’s ability to generate capital from foundations.

Since the Wyoming state legislature passed L3C legislation in February 2009, twenty-six Wyoming organizations have elected to become L3Cs. One example is the community development software company Univicity. Univicity reincorporated from a registered not-for-profit organization to an L3C because the Internal Revenue Service disallowed it from developing for-profit software as a not-for-profit organization. The L3C form enables Univicity and others to promote a social mission while raising limited capital though for-profit ventures and foundation PRIs.

### III. Analysis

The traditional for-profit corporate form offers limited flexibility, accountability, and transparency; thus making it a less than ideal legal organizational form for social enterprise. Benefit corporation legislation creates a hybrid alternative to better house social enterprise and business with hybrid purposes. The first problem of the traditional corporate form that benefit corporation legislation addresses is the shareholder wealth maximization norm. This comment argues benefit corporation legislation creates legal certainty amidst the shareholder wealth maximization norm debate by making innovative changes to the standard internal documents of a corporation and by supporting these changes with state statutory law. These two measures avoid conflicts between social missions and shareholder wealth maximization. The second problem with traditional corporate entities that benefit corporation legislation addresses is the lack of social and environmental accountability standards to distinguish those organizations that only make claims of social responsibility from those that take action to back up their claims.
This comment examines benefit corporation legislation’s two mechanisms for creating accountability standards: (1) internal enforcement proceedings; and (2) mandatory independent third-party evaluations. Benefit corporation legislation addresses a third problem with traditional entities—a lack of transparency. The legislation creates mandatory reporting guidelines that provide transparency and further contribute to accountability within corporate responsibility. Further, as a matter of policy, benefit corporation legislation is appropriate for Wyoming. This comment argues the Wyoming legislature should adopt benefit corporation legislation to create more legal clarity, accountability, transparency, and economic opportunity in the field of social enterprise.

A. Resolving the Shareholder Wealth Maximization Norm

Benefit corporation legislation circumvents the shareholder wealth maximization norm by requiring changes to a corporation’s internal corporate law and to a state’s statutory law. These changes create more legal clarity for social enterprise and organizations with hybrid purposes. The legislation takes steps to avoid conflicts between an organization’s social mission and shareholder profits in an effort to prevent possible litigation between directors and shareholders.

1. Benefit Corporation Legislation Requires Changes to Internal Corporate Law

Benefit corporation legislation addresses the shareholder wealth maximization norm by requiring organizations that seek to incorporate, or reincorporate, as a benefit corporation to make changes to their internal law—the requirements set forth in a corporation’s articles of incorporation and bylaws. First, a corporation’s articles must include a benefit corporation election. Second, the articles must
state that the corporation has the purpose of creating general public benefit.\textsuperscript{139} These two provisions within the corporation's internal documents explicitly state that the purpose of the corporation goes beyond generating shareholder profits.

The legislation also allows a benefit corporation to state a purpose that creates specific public benefits within its articles of incorporation.\textsuperscript{140} In stating these, the corporation has the opportunity to add a more focused social or environmental mission to its internal documents. Examples of specific public benefits include: improving human health; promoting the arts, sciences, or the advancement of knowledge; and promoting economic opportunity beyond the creation of jobs in the normal course of business.\textsuperscript{141} State benefit corporation legislation can include examples of “specific public benefits,” while also providing flexibility for a corporation to compose its own social or environmental purposes.\textsuperscript{142} Benefit corporation legislation requires benefit corporations to imbed their broader corporate purpose into their corporate DNA, thus, refuting the shareholder wealth maximization norm.

2. **Benefit Corporation Legislation Requires Changes to State Statutory Law**

Benefit corporation legislation also establishes an exception to the shareholder wealth maximization norm by creating statutory law that protects corporate directors from shareholder derivative suits when considering broader corporate stakeholders’ interests, possibly at shareholders’ financial expense. Under benefit corporation legislation, directors may consider the interests of shareholders, employees, suppliers, and customers when making decisions about the corporation.\textsuperscript{143} Directors may also consider the interests of the community, the environment, short-term and long-term goals of the corporation, and the corporation’s ability to accomplish any specific public benefits it has elected. Further, directors are not obligated to give priority to any of these interests, including shareholder wealth maximization.\textsuperscript{144} Benefit corporation legislation changes state statutory law to ease the friction between shareholder wealth maximization.
maximization and social and environmental purposes. Thus, directors can have more freedom to pursue corporate social responsibility through social and environmental policies and practices.

Constituency statutes allow directors of traditional corporations to consider some level of stakeholders’ interests; however, they do not allow as much consideration as benefit corporation legislation. The most expansive constituency statutes only create the potential for directors to consider the effects of their decisions on non-shareholder interests, but never allow directors to consider stakeholders’ interest above shareholders’ financial interests. Benefit corporation legislation provides broader discretion for directors to consider stakeholders’ interest and the furtherance of the corporation’s general public benefit and any identified specific public benefits.

Benefit corporation legislation also creates statutory law that protects shareholders. Benefit corporation legislation requires a two-thirds supermajority vote in order for a traditional corporation to convert into a benefit corporation. This enables shareholders to help decide whether they want their current investment to be converted into an investment in a benefit corporation. There are additional provisions to protect shareholders once an organization is a benefit corporation. A supermajority vote is required for a benefit corporation to merge with any other organization, to remove its general public benefit provision, or to change any stated specific public benefits. These measures anchor the benefit corporation’s social mission. They ensure that directors or managers cannot change the direction of the corporation through a merger or change its purpose without shareholder approval. If a shareholder or consumer invests in a benefit corporation, these provisions can give them confidence that the corporation’s general and specific public purposes will not change or disappear without their knowledge.

3. Benefit Corporation Legislation Helps Prevent Litigation for Social Enterprise

Benefit corporation legislation requires changes to a corporation’s internal documents and a state’s statutory law with the intent to prevent litigation involving directors and shareholders of corporations with a social or environmental

---

145 See infra notes 147–48 and accompanying text.
146 Id.
147 See, e.g., Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 11A, §§ 21.05 (“Any corporation organized under this title may become a benefit corporation by amending its articles of incorporation . . . . the amendment shall be approved by the higher of: (A) the vote required by the articles of incorporation; or (B) two-thirds of the votes entitled to be case by the outstanding shares of the corporation . . . .”).
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purpose. Shareholders of benefit corporations essentially agree that profits and returns should not be the exclusive purpose of the corporation. This agreement is incorporated both into the new entities' operating provisions and into state statutory requirements. Although no decisional law exists to date that supports or opposes benefit corporation legislation, the provisions in benefit corporation legislation establish legal clarity regarding a benefit corporation's hybrid purpose. This clarity is designed to ease the tension between the shareholder wealth maximization norm and corporations' social and environmental purposes to keep benefit corporations out of court.

B. Benefit Corporation Legislation Establishes Accountability Standards for Corporate Social Responsibility

Benefit corporation legislation establishes standards of social and environmental accountability through two mechanisms: an internal enforcement proceeding and an independent evaluator. Benefit corporation legislation creates a new right of action through “benefit enforcement proceedings.” Shareholders, directors, parent companies, and any other persons or groups that may be specified in the articles of incorporation can bring an action against a director. The causes of action available to these parties in the benefit enforcement proceedings include a failure to pursue the general public benefit or any specific public benefit set forth in its articles of incorporation. The benefit enforcement proceedings provides a forum for parties with standing to challenge the benefit corporation's fulfillment of its stated general or specific public benefit to ensure accountability.

Benefit corporation legislation's second mechanism that establishes accountability is its requirement that an independent third-party verify the benefit corporation's efforts to fulfill its general public benefit and any specific public benefits. The third-party standard must be a recognized standard or certification system for defining, reporting, and assessing corporate social and environmental performance. One example of a qualified third-party standard is B Lab's
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153 See, e.g., Vt. Stat. Ann. tit. 11A, § 21.13(c)(1) (“‘benefit enforcement proceeding’ means a claim or action against a director or officer for . . . failure to pursue the general public benefit purpose of the benefit corporation or any specific public benefit purpose set forth in its articles of incorporation . . . .”).
certification program, which evaluates organizations’ social and environmental policies. B Lab evaluates whether benefit corporations meet comprehensive and transparent social and environmental performance standards by using its B Impact Assessment. The B Impact Assessment employs a survey that poses questions regarding a company’s governance, environmental impact, community outreach, and employee treatment. The content of the survey varies depending on the size and the type of company. The corporate chief operating officer usually completes the survey with assistance from other departments of the company.

After the B Impact Assessment, B Lab generates a B Impact Report, which scores the organizations different policies and practices. Another example of an acceptable independent third-party standard is the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). The GRI has established Sustainability Reporting Guidelines and has published assessment reports on a wide-variety of industries.

C. Benefit Corporation Legislation Establishes Transparency Standards for Corporate Social Responsibility

legislation requires a benefit corporation to publish an annual “benefit report,” which addresses the ways the corporation pursued its general and specific public benefits during the year. The benefit report is distributed to each shareholder and accessible to the public at the corporation’s website. Failure to comply with these reporting requirements can cause an organization to forfeit its status as a benefit corporation. These reports offer information and insight into the corporation’s social and environmental policies and practices. The transparency measures distinguish benefit corporations from traditional corporations, which will often guard their internal policies and practices or only publish them when they can present the corporation in a favorable light. Additionally, benefit reports further contribute to the accountability of benefit corporations.

In addition to these specific transparency requirements, the innovative legal structure of benefit corporations highlights their social commitment to potential investors and consumers. Benefit corporations must explicitly state their social goals in their articles of incorporation. The innovative legal structure of benefit corporations and the corresponding mechanisms for establishing accountability significantly contribute to greater transparency, thus educating and attracting socially conscious investors and consumers. Accountability and transparency standards help distinguish organizations that take credible action from those that merely hide behind the claim of corporate social responsibility.

D. Benefit Corporation Legislation Creates Economic Opportunity for Wyoming

Proponents of benefit corporation legislation in other states have emphasized its ability to offer states and their corporate constituents a competitive economic advantage. Just as Univicity chose to incorporate in Wyoming because it had enacted L3C legislation, other businesses may choose Wyoming if it enacts benefit corporation legislation. By recognizing benefit corporations, Wyoming may create a more hospitable environment to new businesses interested in social enterprise and attract more entrepreneurs and jobs to the state.
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168 Haymore, supra note 45, at 1343 (discussing how traditional institutional investors may shy away from alternative entities like benefit corporations, while social entrepreneurs may be more attracted to them).
169 See generally Cherry & Sneirson, supra note 68.
Benefit corporations’ broader missions, beyond solely maximizing shareholder wealth, may produce more corporate profits in the short and long term.171 For example, Norwood Marbles & Granite, a Maryland stone fabrication and installation company which has supplied stone for the Washington Monument and the White House, reincorporated as a benefit corporation in 2010.172 When it sought third-party certification from B Lab, it initially failed the B Impact Assessment Survey.173 Norwood then used what it learned from the survey to change certain aspects of its operations.174 Norwood Marbles & Granite, which once only recycled a fraction of its millions of gallons of water used in its processing plants, now recycles ninety-eight percent.175 It subsequently passed the B Impact Assessment and now saves $10,500 a month in utility expenses creating greater profits and water savings for the state.176

E. Benefit Corporation Legislation Aligns with Wyoming Public Policy

Social enterprise and the benefit corporation reflect libertarian values. While corporate social responsibility often appears to be progressive cause, social enterprise is a libertarian movement.177 Benefit corporation legislation offers voluntary solutions to enhance corporate social responsibility because a corporation’s founders, directors, and shareholders can define their own social or environmental purpose as opposed to abiding by one mandated by state or federal regulation.178 An organization opts to become a benefit corporation only if this legal form meets its business needs. Further, an independent third-party evaluates a benefit corporation’s fulfillment of its social or environmental purpose as opposed to being regulated and evaluated by the government. Corporations’ legal status as benefit corporations and the transparency and accountability requirements it entails, offer consumers more information to choose what corporations to patronize.
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Wyoming has a history of implementing novel corporate structures. In 1977, Wyoming became the first state to pass limited liability company legislation.\(^{179}\) Once again, Wyoming is at the forefront as one of only a handful of states to have passed L3C legislation.\(^{180}\) The legislature’s passage of benefit corporation legislation would continue Wyoming’s tradition of corporate innovation and opportunity.

IV. Conclusion

Benefit corporation legislation offers significant innovation to a slowly changing American corporate landscape. Benefit corporation legislation does not mark the end of the corporate social responsibility debate. It would be expecting too much of the organizational form to believe benefit corporation legislation alone could create corporate social responsibility throughout the state and country. Benefit corporation legislation, however, does offer legal clarity, transparency, and accountability for businesses, consumers, and investors interested in corporate social responsibility.

The value of benefit corporation legislation lies in the innovative legal structure that creates legal clarity for businesses engaging in social enterprise.\(^{181}\) Additionally, benefit corporation legislation’s reliance on private third-party certification proves to investors and consumers that businesses are “making good” on their social and environmental purposes, and distinguishes benefit corporations from those that are simply making claims for public relations purposes.\(^{182}\) These measures allow investors, directors, and consumers to be aware of and act on a corporation’s hybrid purpose. Though many corporations do engage in a socially and environmentally responsible manner, without a legal form such as the benefit corporation, these “good actors” are hard to distinguish from others.\(^{183}\) While courts have yet to examine benefit corporations’ legal structure, the goal of this model legislation is to keep social enterprise out of the courts and on track with their hybrid missions.


\(^{180}\) See supra notes 105–21 and accompanying text (discussing L3Cs in Wyoming).

\(^{181}\) See supra notes 137–63 and accompanying text (laying out the structural changes to benefit corporation’s internal documents and the statutory law that supports them).

\(^{182}\) See supra notes 151–63 and accompanying text (discussing benefit corporation’s mechanisms for accountability).